Abstract. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. We introduce an equivariant algebraic kk-theory for H-module algebras and H-comodule algebras. We study an adjointness theorem related with smash product and trivial action. In particular we obtain an algebraic version of the Green-Julg Theorem which gives a us a computational tool.
Introduction
Algebraic kk-theory is a bivariant K-theory on the category of ℓ-algebras where ℓ is a commutative ring with unit, [1] . For each pair (A, B) of ℓ-algebras a group kk(A, B) is defined. A category KK is obtained whose objects are ℓ-algebras and where the morphisms from A to B are the elements of the group kk(A, B). The category KK is triangulated and there is a canonical functor j : Alg ℓ → KK with universal properties. These properties are algebraic homotopy invariance, matrix invariance and excision. The main result from [1] says that if A is an ℓ-algebra then kk(ℓ, A) ≃ KH(A)
here KH is Weibel's homotopy K-theory defined in [8] .
In [2] an equivariant algebraic kk-theory is introduced. This is a bivariant Ktheory on the category of G-algebras (i.e. ℓ-algebras with an action of G) where G is a countable group. For each pair (A, B) of G-algebras a group kk G (A, B) is defined. A category KK G is obtained whose objects are G-algebras and where the morphisms from A to B are the elements of the group kk G (A, B). The category KK G is triangulated and there is a canonical functor j : G-Alg → KK G with universal properties. These properties are algebraic homotopy invariance, equivariant matrix invariance and excision.
Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. In this paper we define a bivariant K-theory on the category of H-module algebras and H-comodule algebras. For each pair (A, B) of H-module (comodule) algebras we define a group kk H (A, B) ) is an excisive, homotopy invariant and Hstable (costable) functor. Moreover, it is the universal functor for these properties.
The author was partially supported by CSIC and PEDECIBA.
The Green-Julg Theorem in Kasparov KK-theory (see [6] ) states that if G is a compact group and B is a G-C * -algebra, then there exists an isomorphism
In the context of E-theory there is another version of Green-Julg Theorem (see [4] ) which states that if G is a compact group then there is an isomorphism
In algebraic kk-theory there is also a version of this theorem, see [2] . Let G be a finite group such that 1 |G| ∈ ℓ, B an ℓ-algebra and A an G-algebra then there is an isomorphism ψ : kk
here B τ denotes B with the trivial action of G. In particular, if B = ℓ then
The main result of this paper is a version of the Green-Julg Theorem for KK H when H is a semisimple Hopf algebra. Let A be an algebra and B an H-module algebra then there exists an isomorphism
where B#H denotes the smash product. In particular, if we take A = ℓ we obtain that kk H (ℓ, B) ≃ KH(H#B). We can resume the results in the following table. The first column correspond to results from [1] , the second to results from [2] and the third column to the results presented here.
Algebraic kk-theory ↔ Equivariant algebraic kk-theory ↔ Quantum algebraic kk-theory is homotopy invariant  and excisive and excisive and excisive j is universal for these properties ↔ j G is universal for these properties ↔ j H is universal for these properties
with G finite and 1/|G| ∈ ℓ with H semisimple
Algebraic kk-theory
In this section we state the categories that we work with and the corresponding algebraic kk-theory.
From [7] we recall the definition of H-module algebra and H-comodule algebra. Let ℓ be a field. All tensor products are over ℓ, we write ⊗ = ⊗ ℓ . An ℓ-algebra A is an ℓ-bimodule with an associative ℓ-linear map µ : A⊗A → A called multiplication. We write ab = µ(a, b). An ℓ-algebra has unit if there is an element 1 A ∈ A, such that 1 A a = a1 A = a, ∀a ∈ A.
Let H be a Hopf algebra over ℓ, the multiplication in H is denoted by µ : H ⊗ H → H, the unit is denoted by u : ℓ → H, the comultiplication is denoted by ∆ : H → H ⊗ H, the counit is denoted by ǫ : H → ℓ and S : H → H denotes the antipode. We use the Sweedler notation: if h ∈ H then ∆h = h 1 ⊗ h 2 .
A left H-module A is an ℓ-module with an ℓ-linear map γ : H ⊗ A → A such that the following diagrams commute:
We write h · a for γ(h ⊗ a). A left H-module algebra is an ℓ-algebra A with unit and a left H-module structure on A such that
We consider the category of H-module algebra whose morphisms f : A → B are algebra morphisms which preserves the action (i.e. f (h · a) = h · f (a)). Denote this category by H-Alg.
A left H-comodule A is an ℓ-module with an ℓ-linear map ρ : A → H ⊗ A such that the following diagrams commute:
Following the Sweedler notation we write ρ(a) = a −1 ⊗ a 0 . A left H-comodule algebra A is an ℓ-algebra and a left H-comodule such that
Consider the category of H-comodule algebra whose morphisms f : A → B are algebra morphisms such that ρ • f = (id ⊗f ) • ρ. Denote this category by H-coAlg.
2.1.
The categories KK H-Alg and KK H-coAlg . We define an algebraic kk-theory for the categories of H-module algebra and H-comodule algebra. We write C to refer to either of these categories. We adapt some results from [1] and [2, Section 2] to our setting.
Let U(C) be the category of modules with linear and morphism of H-module (H-comodule), i.e. we forget the multiplication in C keeping the H-module (Hcomodule) structure. Let F : C → U(C) be the forgetful functor. Let M be an object in U(C). Consider iñ
the usual structure of ℓ-algebra. If C is the category of H-module algebras, we consider in M ⊗ n the following action,
which gives toT (M ) an H-module algebra structure. If C is the category of Hcomodule algebras, take in M ⊗ n the following coaction
By this wayT (M ) is an H-comodule algebra. Both constructions are functorial hence we consider the functorT : U(C) → C. Put
The functorT is the left adjoint of F and the counit of the adjuntion is
. . a n and it is surjective (see [5, IV.3 Thm 1]). Put J(A) = ker η A and note this construction is funtorial. The universal extension of A is
There is a map ξ :
This map is defined as follows. Let s be a section of F (g) and defineξ = η B •T (s). The map ξ : J(C) → A is the restriction ofξ to J(C). This construction of ξ depends on which s is chosen but ξ is unique up to elementary homotopy.
Let L be a ring and A an object in C. Then the extension
is weakly split, and there is a choice for classifying map
, which is natural in both variables. Let A and B be objects in C and M ∞ the ind-ring defined in [1, Sec 4.1]. Let S 1 be the simplicial circle ∆ 1 /∂∆ 1 and sd
is the algebra of polynomial functions on the pointed
as an H-module (comodule) algebra taking the diagonal structure with the trivial structure in Z
The map ρ A : J(A) → A S 1 denotes the composition of the classifying map of the loop extension
Consider the algebraic homotopy classes in C of the maps from
Consider the following morphism ı n :
Let KK C be the category whose objects are the same objects of C and the morphisms from A to B are the elements of kk C (A, B) . The composition rule is given by the product defined in [1, Section 6.2]. Denote by j C : C → KK C the functor which at the level of objects is the identity and at level of morphism sends f :
. Consider the functor Ω : KK C → KK C which sends an object A of C to the path object ΩA. A diagram
of morphisms in KK C is called a distinguished triangle if it is isomorphic in KK C to the path sequence associated with a homomorphism f :
The category KK C is triangulated with the structure defined above, see [1, Theorem 6.5.2] .
− → C be a weakly split extension and let c E ∈ kk C (J(C), A) its classifying map. As the natural map ρ A : J(A) → ΩA induces a kk C -equivalence (see Lemma 6.3.10, [1] ) we can consider
Theorem 2.6. The functor j C : C → KK C with the morphisms {∂ E : E ∈ E} is an excisive homology theory (in the sense of [1, Section 6.6]), homotopy invariant and M ∞ -stable (in the sense of [2, Section 2.1, 2.2]). Moreover, it is universal with these properties. In other words, if T is a triangulated category and G : C → T together a class of morphisms {∂ E : E ∈ E} is an excisive, homotopy invariant and M ∞ -stable functor, then there exists a unique triangle functor G : KK C → T such that the following diagram commutes 3. Stability
H-stability.
Recall from [7] that a left Hopf module over H is an ℓ-module M such that:
• M is a left H-module.
•
• ρ is a left H-module map, where H ⊗ M is a left module via
Remark 3.1 (Fundamental theorem of Hopf modules, [7] ). Let M be a left Hmodule, H ⊗ M is a Hopf module over H via
Write M τ for the trivial H-module, then H ⊗ M ≃ H ⊗ M τ and the isomorphisms are given by
Let M be an H-module. We consider the following H-module algebra structure in End ℓ (M ) and h ∈ H. Consider the subcoalgebra C h ⊂ H generated by h. By the Fundamental theorem of coalgebras we know C h has finite dimension over 
The space ϕ(M ) has finite dimension. Thus h · ϕ(M ) and ϕ h,k (M ) have also finite dimension. We conclude that ϕ h,k ∈ End
Let M be an H-module and A an H-module algebra. Then End ℓ (M ) ⊗ A is an H-module algebra with the following action
Let M 1 and M 2 be H-modules and let A be an H-module algebra. Let us consider the following homomorphism of H-module algebras
is an isomorphism for every M 1 , M 2 and A as above and with
Remark 3.6. Let A be an H-module algebra and X : H-Alg → D an H-stable functor. There exists a zig-zag between A and End F ℓ (H) ⊗ A by X. Consider H and ℓ as an H-module with the regular action and the trivial action. Then
Proposition 3.7. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra and M an H-module with finite dimension. Then
as a H-module algebras.
One checks Γ is an H-module algebra monomorphism. By a dimension argument we conclude that it is an isomorphism.
Proposition 3.8. Suppose dim ℓ H is finite. Let F : H-Alg → D be a homotopy invariant and M ∞ -stable functor. The following functor
is homotopy invariant and H-stable.
Proof. Let M 1 and M 2 be H-modules with finite dimension and A be an H-module algebra. Putι
We have to proveF (ι ⊗ 1) is an isomorphism. By Remark 3.1 and Proposition 3.7 we have
is an isomorphism by the M ∞ -stability of F . In order to obtain an H-stable functor when H is not finite dimensional, we have tried to apply the argument used in Proposition 3.8. We could not prove an equivalent assumption of Proposition 3.7.
H-costability.
Suppose H is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field ℓ. Let A be an H-comodule algebra. 
here S denotes the inverse of the antipode S. Let N 1 and N 2 be H-comodules with finite dimension. Let us consider the following homomorphism of H-comodule
is an isomorphism for every N 1 , N 2 and A as above.
Proposition 3.11. Let F : H-coAlg → D be a homotopy invariant and M ∞ -stable functor. The following functor
is homotopy invariant and H-costable.
Quantum algebraic kk-theory
In this section H is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. Let A, B be H-module algebras. Define
Consider the category KK H whose objects are the H-module algebras and the morphisms between A and B are the elements of kk H (A, B). Recall that there exist an associative product
which extends the composition of algebra homomorphisms.
H is an excisive, homotopy invariant, and H-stable functor. Moreover, it is the universal functor for these properties. In other words, if T is a triangulated category and R : H-Alg → T together a class of morphisms {∂ E : E ∈ E} is an excisive, homotopy invariant and H-stable functor, then there exists a unique triangle functor R : KK H → T such that the following diagram commutes
This proof is similar to [2, Thm 4.1.1]. We use the same arguments taking
as the morphism ∂ E ′ associated to
and End ℓ (ℓG) is a G-algebra with the following action
The isomorphisms are given by
A is a G-algebra then M G A and End ℓ (ℓG) ⊗ A are isomorphic. The group kk ℓG (A, B) defined above coincides with kk G (A, B) defined in [2] .
Similarly, if A and B are H-comodule algebras. Definê
We consider the H-comodule algebra structure on End ℓ (H) ⊗ A and End ℓ (H) ⊗ B as showed in (3.10).
Consider the categoryKK H whose objects are the H-comodule algebras and the morphisms between A and B are the elements ofkk H (A, B). is an excisive, homotopy invariant, and H-costable functor. Moreover, it is the universal functor for these properties. In other words, if T is a triangulated category and R : H-coAlg → T together a class of morphisms {∂ E : E ∈ E} is an excisive, homotopy invariant and H-costable functor, then there exists a unique triangle functor R :KK H → T such that the following diagram commutes
In this section we prove a version of the Green-Julg theorem for KK H when H is a semisimple Hopf algebra.
Let A be an H-module algebra. The smash product algebra A#H is the ℓ-module A ⊗ H with the following product
If f : A → B is a morphism of H-module algebras, we put
which is a morphism of algebras. Hence, we have a functor # H : H-Alg → Alg.
Proposition 5.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra, M an H-module and A an H-module algebra. The following is an isomorphism of algebras
Moreover, the following restriction of φ is also an ismorphism
Denote KK ℓ-Alg simply by KK. 
As j is M ∞ -stable we know j(ι ⊗ 1#H) is an isomorphism. Hence j(−#H)(ι ⊗ 1) is an isomorphism and j(−#H) is H-stable. 
Proof. A distinguished triangle in KK
H is a diagram isomorphic to
for some morphism of H-algebras f : A → B. That means, if it is isomophic to (5.5)
which by Proposition 5.1 and H-stability is isomorphic to
Let A be an H-module algebra. Consider H ⊗ A as a left H-module with the diagonal action. Also consider H ⊗ A as a right A-module with the regular action. In other words
It is easy to check that
The H-module structure in H⊗A gives an H-module algebra structure in End ℓ (H⊗ A), see (3.5) . It is easy to check that End A (H ⊗ A) is a sub-H-module algebra of End ℓ (H ⊗ A). Consider End ℓ (H) ⊗ A as an H-module algebra. We have the following homomorphism of H-module algebras
If H is finite dimensional, then (5.9) is an isomorphism.
Theorem 5.10. Let H be a semisimple Hopf algebra. The functor given by the trivial action τ : KK → KK H is left adjoint to the functor given by the smash product #H : KK H → KK. In particular there is a natural isomorphism
Proof. It is enough to prove that there exist α A ∈ kk(A, A τ #H) and
− −−− → B#H are the identities in kk H (A τ , A τ ) and kk(B#H, B#H) respectively. As H is semisimple there exists an element t ∈ H such that
One checks that β B is an equivariant algebra homomorphism. Consider − −−− → (A τ #H)
As H is unimodular we have t = S(t). We write < t > for the subspace of H generated by t. Let I = ker ǫ and note H =< t > ⊕I as H-modules. Let ϕ : H → H be the projection over < t >, ϕ(h) = ǫ(h)t. 
It remains to prove that the following morphism represents the identity in kk(B#H, B#H) here ψ is the isomorphism defined in Proposition 5.1 and T B and T H#B are the morphisms defined in (5.9). As H is finite dimensional, T B and T H#B are isomorphisms. Hence Ω is an isomorphism too. Write by Λ b#h = Ω(ϕ b#h #t). We shall prove that the map b#h → Λ b#h represents to the identity. Define Corollary 5.14. Let H be a semisimple Hopf algebra. Let A be an H-module algebra, then kk H (ℓ, A) ≃ kk(ℓ, A#H) ≃ KH(A#H).
